1000 students who were signed to work for Dining Service had to look for other secretarial needs. Trust transcribing; mailing service; and occasionally typed theses, statistical

by Stephen Blatt

One hundred students were interviewed for Common’s food service during the Cocks and Pasty Cock’s lapse, but some have returned since the strike ended last week, according to a Business Manager, Director of Housing and Dining.

"When the student strike lasted over 10 days, we suffered the most" during the strike, which lasted from Sept. 18 to Oct 10, Duncan said.

Approximately 10% of the 1000 students who were signed up for Common’s at the beginning of the term dropped it, but, unusually, "several people have come back" since the strike ended last Thursday.

Among the most seriously affected were the students working for Dining Service. While "many worked in Walker or in the various houses doing cleaning duties," according to Brammer, others refused to "scab" and chose not to work.

"The strike cost me a lot of money," said one student employee. "Now I’m trying to make up for it by working more hours than I usually would.”

Contingency planning for the strike began over the summer, although nothing was finalized until just before the strike. "This was the outgrowth of the plan prepared 2 years ago, but not used then. We tuned it up to today's conditions." Brammer explained that the Dining Service had three priorities: first, the students on contract, then all other students, and finally the community at large. However, it was found impossible to meet even the first priority completely. "We wanted to have 7-day a week service, but didn't have the personnel to do it," said Brammer. The plans used in this year’s strike will go into the files "to be used if there’s ever another strike," according to Brammer.

The students’ strike against Walker Memorial Dining Hall. During the strike, only Walker was open for the usual meals a day (on weekdays) for contract students only. After the first week MacGregor was open for continental breakfasts. Dining Service handed out cash refunds to students on the 19 meal plan to pay for weekend meals, which were cancelled due to lack of personnel.
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The strike affected students most
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